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Abstract
This study tests the common assumption that wealthier interest groups have an advantage in policymaking by
considering the lobbyist’s experience, connections, and lobbying intensity as well as the organization’s resources.
Combining newly gathered information about lobbyists’ resources and policy outcomes with the largest survey of
lobbyists ever conducted, I find surprisingly little relationship between organizations’ financial resources and their
policy success—but greater money is linked to certain lobbying tactics and traits, and some of these are linked to
greater policy success.
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If lobbyists for well-heeled interests in Washington
are setting the agenda on the farm bill, in the
energy bill, on health care legislation, and if we
can’t overcome the power of those lobbyists then
we’re not going to get serious reform in any of
those areas. That doesn’t mean they don’t have a
seat at the table. We just don’t want them buying
every chair.
—Presidential Candidate Barack Obama,
August 6, 20072
Both casual and professional observers of politics take
for granted that the more money an interest group has, the
more likely it is to get what it wants. This study relies on
new data about the resources of a broad sample of interest
groups and the outcomes of seventy-seven policy proposals, combined with interviews of 776 Washington lobbyists conducted by Heinz et al. (1993). In examining a
wide range of variables at the individual, group, and issue
level, the study goes beyond previous examinations of
mostly organization-level financial resources. The analysis shows that resources in general have little effect on the
probability that lobbyists realize their preferred policy
outcome—though some significant relationships do
emerge. The data suggest that money alone does not buy
success, but how it is spent may matter. While further
research on the effects of money in policymaking is
needed, the present study indicates that observers who
note powerful effects of money on policy outcomes
should take a more cautious and nuanced approach.

Previous Studies of Money in
Politics
Concerns about unfair influence of certain interest groups
have pervaded the history of interest group research. In
the mid to late twentieth century, a divide emerged
between those who thought American interest groups
comprise a pluralist system in which every group’s unique
interests are balanced out by competing groups (Truman
1951; Dahl 1961; Lindblom 1965) and those who believed
some interests unfairly influence government by pushing
competing groups aside (Schattschneider 1960; Olson
1965; Lowi 1969; Wilson 1973). At least three types of
unfair influence have been studied in the literature and are
considered here: insider advantages, campaign contributions, and financial resources.
First, the resource of personal connections—the
“insider” advantage—has been the subject of democratic
concern. The theory of iron triangles, or subgovernments,
descibes an impenetrable relationship among bureaucrats,
congressional subcommittee members, and interest groups
who work together exclusively to create mutually beneficial policies to the detriment of the general public (e.g.,
Freeman 1955; Cater 1964; Gais, Peterson, and Walker
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1984). Later work on the supposed “revolving door” (see
Bó 2006 for a review) examines the extent to which people
work for business and then leave for government, or vice
versa, while maintaining their knowledge about, or sympathy toward, their former employer. This possibility has led
to a federal law restricting the ability of new lobbyists to
pressure their former colleagues in government. Still, the
effects of an insider advantage appear to be limited. Heinz
et al. (1993) find that more prominent lobbyists (so called
notables, as well as lobbyists who know more notables)
report significantly more success than non-notable lobbyists—but the difference is small. Nixon, Howard, and
DeWitt (2002) show that trade associations, companies,
and self-regulatory organizations—“arguably insiders”—
were less likely than the whole set of commenters to
receive favorable decisions by the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
A second means of influencing politics with money is
campaign contributions to political candidates. These contributions are generally aimed at one or more of three
goals: changing the composition of the legislature (by
increasing the odds that some candidates will defeat others), buying access to the politicians’ precious time and
effort (Kau and Rubin 1982; Langbein 1986; Hall and
Wayman 1990; Austen-Smith 1995), or buying legislators’
votes (e.g., Magee 2002; Wright 1985, 1990). The loose
consensus is that campaign money does not usually buy
legislators’ votes, but may be able to buy a greater level of
access for contributors or greater effort by legislators on
contributors’ behalf (but see Chin, Bond, and Geva 2000).
Finally, many political observers, both in the popular
media and in academia, have asserted that interest groups
that possess greater financial resources have unfair advantages in policymaking. Schattschneider (1960, 35) referred
famously to the “upper-class accent” in the pluralist
heaven, and a wealth of scholarship has followed that
addresses the extent of “bias” in the interest group system
(e.g., Lowery and Gray 2004). In particular, the often
greater financial resources of corporations and business
associations may give them the ability to influence politicians more easily than groups without comparable
resources. Baumgartner and Leech’s (2001) inventory of
all federal lobbying disclosure reports filed in 1996
revealed that among in-house lobbyists, businesses and
trade and professional associations represented 65 percent
of all registered lobbyists, lobbied on 70 percent of issues,
and spent 85 percent of all reported expenditures. In Yackee
and Yackee’s (2006) data set of four agencies and forty
rules, 57 percent of the comments received came from
business interests. And federal data show that between
1990 and 2006, political action committees (PACs) in the
corporate and trade/health/membership categories together
comprised 58 percent of all PACs and supplied 65 percent
of all PAC candidate contributions.3 Thus, in addition to

employing more lobbyists than other types of groups (i.e.,
nonprofit and citizen groups, government organizations,
and labor unions), business interests also dispatch more
lobbyists per issue, lobby on more issues, and spend more
money per group than other group types.
Considerable work has been conducted to test the
proposition that greater spending by organizations results
in greater policy success, with mixed results. Most of this
research focuses on PAC contributions as the explanatory
variable, rather than informational lobbying efforts (Kau
and Rubin 1982; Welch 1980; Wright 1985; Evans 1996;
Langbein 1986; Humphries 1991; Chin, Bond, and Geva
2000). At least two studies include lobbying expenditures
as a predictor of policy outcomes (Drope and Hansen
2004; Baumgartner et al. 2009) and find them to be modestly effective. But other studies of the effects of lobbyists’ financial resources on their ability to get what they
want out of Washington policymaking find no real relationship. Heinz et al. (1993) treat the number of lobbyists
from a single organization as a proxy for the organization’s resources and find this number to be insignificant
in predicting self-reported success. Mark Smith (2000)
finds that despite being one of lobbying’s biggest spenders, the Chamber of Commerce is generally ineffective at
achieving its policy goals. Kasniunas’ (2007) study of
interest group congressional testimony finds that an organization’s budget and membership size or number of
employees does not increase the likelihood that the organization is invited to testify. Even among interest group
members, only 3 percent say a large budget is one of the
group’s two most important resources, and 56 percent
said it was one of the two least important (Schlozman and
Tierney 1986).
Baumgartner et al. (2009) recently put forth a landmark
study similar to this one, using entirely different data. Their
interviews of 315 lobbyists and other political actors on
ninety-eight issues can be compared to the Heinz et al.
(1993) data set of 776 interviews of lobbyists and seventyseven issues. Among other phenomena, the authors examine whether money may buy policy advantages for the
“side” of an issue that has greater organizational wealth. To
do this, they create an index of financial resources using
the quantity of lobbyists, contract lobbyists, and “covered
officials” (lobbyists who recently worked for the executive
or legislative branch and therefore may not lobby their former employers for a period), as well as lobbying and campaign expenditures. The authors find “surprisingly low
correlations between monetary resources and policy
outcomes” (p. 212): the side with a higher value on the
resources index wins just 8 percent more often than the
lower-resourced side (223). Baumgartner and colleagues
do find that resources may matter in indirect ways, such as
by increasing the number of high- and midlevel government allies and having lobbyists on staff who recently
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worked in government, both of which make it more likely
that the group will realize its preferred outcome.
The present study builds on this and other work by
more fully considering the nature of the lobbying that
greater resources might buy—more experienced or more
educated lobbyists, better paid lobbyists, more time spent
lobbying, more actions taken by lobbyists, greater access
to congressional offices, and other lobbyist-specific factors. While these individual-level data were not generally
included in the Baumgartner et al. (2009) evaluation, they
are potentially quite important in explaining the effects of
organizational resources on policy outcomes.

Hypothesis
This article argues that financial resources are not predictive of actual success in the policymaking process.
Members of Congress will not keep their jobs if their
constituents are dissatisfied, no matter how many campaign dollars interest groups give them nor how much
time they spend with lobbyists (Fenno 1978; Denzau and
Munger 1986). Bureaucrats are similarly motivated to
avoid congressional and public scrutiny that could come
if an agency seems more responsive to wealthier “special” interests (McCubbins, Noll, and Weingast 1987).
First we must define what we mean by money and
financial resources. Money in this context refers to the
revenue (for businesses) or budget (for most nonprofit
groups) of an interest group. In additional analyses, I consider other financial resources, such as the amount of
PAC money the group contributes to candidates, if any;
whether the group represents business (since the influence of business has most often been the subject of previous studies); the number of employees working for the
group; and the number of group members or customers.
I have identified two additional sets of resources,
broadly defined, that may increase a group’s chances of
policy success. The first is professional experience and
the connections experience brings. This type of resource
has been assumed to lead to greater lobbying success,
especially among scholars who favor the revolving door
notion, but the effects of experience and connections on
policy success has seldom been tested before. Lobbyists
who have government experience on Capitol Hill or at a
federal agency, a long history of lobbying, or law and
other graduate degrees may find it easier to achieve policy success than less experienced lobbyists do. Firm- or
group-level experience variables that may matter include
the age of the organization and whether or not it has a
permanent arm in Washington. This set of experience
variables is interesting in that there are ample reasons to
believe that they would enhance policy success, and yet,
it is not clear that they are unfair advantages. We might
expect a lobbyist who has fifteen years of experience

lobbying, who has a law degree, or who formerly worked
in the White House to be more successful, and these traits
are not necessarily unfair advantages. In any case, previous studies have not evaluated these subtle aspects of
potential influence.
The second set of variables captures the intensity of
lobbying efforts. Money may not buy policy outcomes
directly, but it may buy things that help achieve policy
success, such as more lobbyists spending more time lobbying in more ways. Lobbying intensity variables include
the number of days per month spent in Washington, the
hours worked per week, the time spent on federal policymaking as opposed to other duties, participation in the
employer’s PAC, and the actions the lobbyist chooses to
take on each proposal. It is logical to think that greater
lobbying intensity would lead to greater lobbying success, but this study is the first to directly test this claim.
The analyses that follow test whether lobbyists working for interest groups that have greater financial
resources achieve greater success in pursuing their policy
objectives. The models in the first table examine the
effects of financial resources along with the effects of
professional experience/connections, lobbying intensity
variables, and issue-specific variables such as how many
lobbyists worked on the proposal. The second table compares the success of business interests to that of other
types of interest groups. The final table summarizes the
effects of individual lobbying variables on policy success
and the effect of money on each lobbying variable.

Data
This article combines newly collected data on lobbyists’
resources and policy outcomes with existing data
obtained from the largest sample of lobbyists ever interviewed by scholars—the Washington Representatives
study by Heinz et al. (1990, 1993). Funded by the
American Bar and National Science Foundations, the
investigators and their assistants interviewed 776 lobbyists in four policy domains in the years 1977-1982, and
these underexploited data contain numerous variables not
available in many or any other studies. These data are
merged with a large amount of new data about the
resources of each group and the outcome of each policy
proposal. Recent work (Baumgartner et al. 2009) finds
conclusions compatible with those presented here,
suggesting that the effects of money in politics are not
fundamentally different today than they were in the 1980s
when the Heinz et al. data were collected. The representation of different group types across this and similar data
sets from different periods is also quite similar. In the
Heinz et al. data, 58 percent of the in-house lobbyists represent business, as compared to 56 percent in Schlozman
and Tierney’s (1986) widely cited survey, 65 percent in
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Baumgartner and Leech’s (2001) sample, and 48 percent
of the “major participants” in Baumgartner et al. (2009).
Heinz et al. chose their sample of prominent political
issues from content analysis of Congressional Quarterly
and the New York Times in the months preceding the survey. These issues led to interviews with the policymakers
and lobbyists mentioned, and conversations with them
led to the full sample of 776 lobbyists. Selecting lobbyists
who were more prominent allowed Heinz et al. to focus
on issues that were salient then (and now) such as
Medicare payments, immigration reform, and nuclear
waste. Despite the higher salience nature of the data as a
whole, considerable variance exists among the seventyseven policy proposals: the number of lobbyists active on
a given policy ranges from 2 to 263, and the percentage
who report “intense” conflict ranges from 8 to 88 percent
(see Table 3).
Participants were asked to select up to five policy proposals they had worked on most closely from a list of
proposals in their domestic policy area (agriculture,
energy, health, or labor). On each proposal, the lobbyists
were asked what actions they took, their position on the
proposal, the level of conflict surrounding the issue, and
what portion of their objectives they achieved. Participants
were additionally queried on their backgrounds, careers,
and employers.
Since I have specific information on each lobbyist’s
actions and judgments about a variety of policy proposals, I organize the data so that the unit of analysis is the
lobbyist-proposal. Thus, each lobbyist may appear up to
five times in the data set, but working on different issues
and often using different techniques.

Dependent Variables
Combining the original investigators’ variables and mine,
I have generated three dependent variables, each of
which is a different way to measure the success of the
lobbyist in achieving his or her goals on a particular
policy proposal.
The first dependent variable, referred to as success,
comes from Heinz et al. It is a five-point ordered measure
of the portion of the lobbyist’s objectives the lobbyists
says he or she achieved on a particular policy proposal.
This variable may contain instances in which the lobbyist’s objectives pertained more to relationship building or
the group’s reputational enhancement than strictly policy
objectives. Models predicting self-assessed success are
estimated using ordered logit.
The second dependent variable, side success, utilizes
the position the participant took on each measure. It is
defined as the average success rate for lobbyists working
for the same policy outcome. As a continuous variable, it
reflects the extent to which lobbyists achieved their goals

and/or compromised in their policy pursuit, and it captures the many paths a proposal can take as it is amended,
merged or decoupled, and otherwise evolves during
the policymaking process. It also helps control the personal biases of lobbyists who may generally overor underestimate their own success. Models predicting
the average success for each side use ordinary least
squares regression.4
The third dependent variable, preferred outcome, is a
result of my own research into the 77 policy proposals in
the study. It is a dichotomous measure of whether the proposal succeeded in becoming law or not, either by the end
of the congress or, for agency proposals, by the time at
which the interviews were conducted. The variable is
coded 1 if the lobbyist supported a proposal which
became law or opposed a proposal which failed to become
law, and 0 otherwise. This is the only truly objective measure of policy success, since the Heinz et al. data relied on
the subjective opinions of lobbyists working on the issue.6
Outcome information was obtained from Congress’s
Legislative Information System database, Congressional
Quarterly summaries, and news articles.5 Analysis of this
variable is done by logistic regression.
To control for correlations across lobbyists or across
issues, errors are clustered according to the nature of the
dependent variable: for success, errors are clustered on
the individual lobbyist; for side success and preferred
outcome, errors are clustered on the proposal.6

Key Independent Variables
The key predictor is the revenue or budget available to
the lobbying group. I collected this and other variables
describing the group’s resources and capacity in or
around 1980 (the midpoint of the timing of proposals in
the study).7 The challenge of collecting older data about
the resources of organizations, many of whom were not
required and had little incentive to publicize such information, meant that I was able to collect data on 64 percent of the employers in the Heinz et al. data set. The
amount of data available is similar across group types,
except that I have data on only 23 percent of the lobbying
firms, which generally are not required to report financial
information.8 I control for this by coding every lobbyist
as either in-house or on contract. The additional benefit
of having more information about the financial resources
of lobbying firms is questionable anyway, since it is hard
to gauge how the financial resources of a lobbying firm
might benefit the lobbyist’s client. (The Heinz et al. data
set does not identify the client on whose behalf contract
lobbyists were working when they discussed their activities on particular policy proposals.)11
I employ several alternative measures to deal with
missing financial data. In one set of models, I combine
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Table 1. The Effects of Financial Resources, Experience, Intensity, and Issue Variables on Lobbyists’ Policy Success
Self-assessed achievement
of lobbyist’s objectives
(ordered logit)
Financial resources
Money (logged)

−.012
(.028)

Imputed money (logged)

Contacts in administration
Years office in D.C.
Lawyer
Lobbying intensity variables
Days in D.C. per month
Time spent on federal policy
Contacted agency
Appealed to public opinion
Lobbyists per issue
Issue-specific factors
Percentage opposed
Conflict
Against proposal
Health issue

−.018
(.017)
.004
(.021)

Experience and connections variables
Previous experience
Contacts on Hill

Whether lobbyist’s preferred
outcome occurred (logit)
−.030
(.042)

−.003
(.019)

−.038
(.043)

.017
(.013)
.652
(.361)*
−.306
(.359)
−.001
(.004)
.064
(.223)

.014
(.005)***
.136
(.135)
.134
(.143)
−.001
(.002)
−.064
(.107)

.001
(.005)
−.133
(.103)
.112
(.134)
−.000
(.002)
−.033
(.109)

.002
(.002)
−.081
(.048)*
.113
(.038)***
−.001
(.001)
−.078
(.058)

.003
(.011)
−.391
(.300)
.459
(.343)
−.004
(.005)
−.586
(.253)**

.003
(.004)
−.093
(.133)
.276
(.110)**
−.005
(.002)***
−.556
(.116)***

.029
(.019)
.153
(.070)**
.416
(.161)***
−.183
(.183)
−.002
(.001)**

.037
(.013)***
.080
(.040)**
.258
(.088)***
.174
(.089)*
−.001
(.000)

.007
(.008)
−.034
(.038)
.083
(.068)
−.087
(.071)
−.000
(.001)

.009
(.005)*
−.021
(.023)
.060
(.039)
.027
(.039)
−.000
(.001)

.007
(.021)
−.101
(.111)
.263
(.194)
−.152
(.208)
.003
(.001)**

.012
(.013)
−.111
(.060)*
.147
(.097)
−.028
(.103)
.003
(.002)

.228
(.545)
−.033
(.079)
−.922
(.186)***
.432
(.238)*

−.907
(.251)***
−.049
(.040)
−.568
(.095)***
.322
(.096)***

−.645
(.576)
−.065
(.043)
−.522
(.228)**
.261
(.158)
3.573
(.373)***
786
.160

−.838
(.559)
−.041
(.034)
−.407
(.229)*
.159
(.120)
3.377
(.387)***
3078
.113

Constant
Observations
(Pseudo)R2

Average achievement
of objectives among
lobbyists on the same side
(ordinary least squares)

734
.034

2837
.023

−1.849
(1.848)
−.031
(.116)
.052
(.670)
.312
(.357)
.844
(1.036)
647
.042

−2.364
(1.582)
−.137
(.082)*
.196
(.581)
.096
(.223)
1.497
(.967)
2456
.049

Notes: *p < .01. **p < .05. ***p < .001.Variable definitions appear in Table 3.

groups’ sales, revenue, or budget into one category called
money, and I use casewise deletion to exclude groups for
which money was missing. In a second set of models, I
impute simulated data for the missing observations of
money using Stata 10’s impute function, which uses
regression, as recommended by Harrell (2001). To select
the variables on which to regress the missing values of

money, I identified those that were the most highly correlated with money and that created an imputed variable
with no negative observations, called imputed money.
The variables used for this purpose were the number of
staff who work for the organization (correlated with
money at .83; also used by Kollman 1998 as a measure of
interest group resources) and whether the lobbyist
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represents business (correlated with money at .30). I use
the natural logarithm of both money and imputed money,
since diminishing marginal returns could mask the effects
of money (Baumgartner et al. 2009). Baumgartner et al.
(2009) similarly employ missing data imputation to create indices of resources, and their findings were robust
across models that did and did not use imputation. Finally,
I perform various analyses that do not include money or
imputed money, in which there are no missing resources
data.

Alternative Independent Variables
As described earlier, in addition to financial resources are
two sets of variables that may be enhanced by money: the
lobbyist’s professional experience and connections and
the intensity of the lobbying effort. A set of control variables focuses on the policy proposal itself and includes
issue factor variables such as the number of lobbyists
working on the proposal and on the opposite side,
whether the lobbyist is for or against the proposal (see
McKay 2011 and Baumgartner et al. 2009 who find the
status quo has a predominant advantage), the actions the
lobbyist took on the proposal, and the policy domain. The
importance of issue-level variables is supported in other
studies (e.g., Baumgartner et al. 2009; Wiggins, Hamm,
and Bell 1992).

Analysis
Greater financial variables do not appear to help lobbyists’ chances of achieving their objectives or attaining
their preferred policy outcome. Across the six models in
Table 1, money and imputed money never achieve significance and are more often negative than positive. To
address the possibility that correlated independent variables are masking the significance of the financial variables, I estimate the three success variables using only
financial resources (not shown). In all six instances,
money and imputed money are insignificant in predicting
success, side success, or preferred outcome. Furthermore,
the effect is sometimes positive and sometimes negative.
(This lack of significance also indicates that a two-step
model would not be appropriate for testing potential indirect effects.) In additional sensitivity analyses, I test the
raw (rather than the logged) forms of money and imputed
money; I also run all the reported models using bootstrapped-clustered errors (involving simulations) and no
error correction (which produces smaller errors more
likely to reveal significance). In none of these alternative
specifications does the variable measuring financial
resources significantly predict the policy success measure. This result suggests that wealthier organizations are

not significantly more likely to get their way than other
groups.
While the amount of money an organization has at its
disposal may not determine whether it gets what it
wants on a particular policy issue, perhaps the ways
organizations spend their money affect their success.
Several variables describing the lobbyist’s financial
resources, experience or connections, intensity of lobbying effort, and the issue itself do tend to enhance or reduce
the lobbyist’s success. Financial variables considered
apart from money, including the number of group members, the age of the organization, whether the group has a
PAC, and the spending and receipts of any PAC, do not
significantly predict greater success. (These were dropped
from the models in Table 1 but appear in Table 3.) The
seeming irrelevance of these traits is further evidence that
more money, or what might be seen as greater power or
reputation, does not ensure greater policy success. In fact,
groups with greater members or customers report significantly less success than smaller groups.
Regarding the lobbyist’s experience and connections,
there is some limited evidence that more money can buy
better experienced or better connected lobbyists who
achieve greater success. Table 1 shows that having former colleagues in the presidential administration or on
Capitol Hill and greater years of previous lobbying experience have positive effects on success. But lobbyists who
are lawyers or whose firms have been in D.C. longer tend
to have significantly lower levels of success. These negative effects suggest that lawyers and more established
firms may be hired when policy goals seem more difficult
to reach. Insignificant lobbyist traits include the number
of years at the current organization, having a graduate
degree, having been an elected official, and age. Even
having congressional experience or more years of government experience does not make lobbyists more likely
to realize their preferred outcome nor share in higher success for their side of the proposal, though interestingly,
such lobbyists do report achieving significantly more of
their objectives, in bivariate regressions as shown in the
appendix).
In some cases, greater money may buy more intense
lobbying efforts that produce greater policy success. As
shown in Table 1, lobbyists who spend more days per
month in D.C., who contact Congress or a federal agency
about the proposal, and who appeal to public opinion on
the proposal report higher individual and side success.
And contacting an agency has a positive and significant
effect on whether the lobbyist’s preferred outcome actually occurs. Insignificant intensity measures are the number of hours worked per week, the percentage of the
lobbyist’s time spent on federal policy as opposed to legal
representation or other duties, and whether the lobbyist
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Table 2. The Effects of Group Type Alone on Lobbyists’ Policy Success, as Compared to Business Interests, the Omitted Category
Self-assessed achievement
of lobbyist’s objectives
(ordered logit)
Group type (vs. business interest)
Public interest group
Labor union
Government group
Lobbying firm

−.399
(.104)**
−.081
(.157)
−.107
(.119)
−.028
(.117)

Constant
Observations
(Pseudo)R2

2,897
.002

Average achievement of objectives
among lobbyists
Whether lobbyist’s
on the same side
preferred outcome
(ordinary least squares)
occurred (logit)
−.115
(.106)
−.116
(.239)
.015
(.125)
−.117
(.082)
3.261
(.082)**
3,166
.005

.237
(.285)
−.293
(.517)
.152
(.425)
−.459
(.184)*
.245
(.213)
2,511
.009

Notes: *p ≤ .05. **p ≤ .001. Variable definitions appear in Table 3.

lives in the D.C. area. Surprisingly, when an employer
dispatches more lobbyists to work on the same issue,
such lobbyists are not more likely to be successful—suggesting that flooding Congress or agencies with lobbyists
is not a strategy that benefits wealthier groups.
Issue-specific factors also have an effect on lobbyists’
success. Proposals that are lobbied on by a greater number of lobbyists overall—which is an approximation of
the issue’s salience—are more likely to be adopted, but
the lobbyists working on higher salience proposals do not
always feel more successful. This discrepancy may be
explained by the compromises and concessions the lobbyist feels forced to make in order to get part of what he
or she wants. Similar to the number of lobbyists working
on a measure is the level of conflict lobbyists report.
Consistent with previous research (Evans 1996; Price
1978; Wiggins, Hamm, and Bell 1992), the data indicate
that conflict makes it harder for everyone to achieve their
policy objectives. Lobbyists who oppose a policy proposal report achieving significantly fewer objectives than
lobbyists who support a proposal, controlling for whether
the preferred outcome occurs or not. This asymmetric
relationship between lobbyists’ objectives and their success is likely because defending the status quo is generally easier than lobbying for something new (Baumgartner
et al. 2009). Finally, lobbyists working in the health policy domain report greater success than those in other
domains.9
While Table 1 displays the effects of individual lobbying and issue variables, Table 2 focuses the analysis on
group type. Business groups (including businesses and
trade and professional associations, all of which have a

profit motive in these data) are the omitted category, in
order to see whether other types of groups are more successful than business groups. If business interests are better able to hire external lobbyists, or to hire lobbyists with
greater experience or personal connections or to pay lobbyists more money and expect them to put in more work,
these secondary factors are not controlled for in Table 2
and therefore would be seen in the effect of group type. In
fact, many of the variables describing lobbyists’ experience, connections, and effort level are correlated with
group type: Relative to other lobbyists, lobbyists representing business have higher incomes, spend more time
on federal policymaking, have more years of government
experience and previous lobbying experience, are more
likely to have former colleagues in the administration or
on Capitol Hill, are more likely to contribute to a PAC
and participate in the PAC’s decision making, and tend to
work for an office that has been in D.C. longer. But
importantly, these seeming advantages do not equate to
greater policy success.
As shown in Table 2, there are few significant differences between the success of business interests and that
of other group types. The data show that public interest
group lobbyists report achieving significantly fewer of
their objectives than business lobbyists do, but public
interest lobbyists are actually more likely than business
interests to realize their preferred outcomes. Though the
latter finding is not statistically significant, these results
together suggest two possibilities. Public interest groups
may make greater compromises than business interests
do, perhaps because their broader goals—such as improving the environment—are simply harder to achieve than
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3172
3172

lobbyist employed by a labor union

respondent works for a lobbying firm

Government
group
Lobby firm

Staff members*

number of staff employed by
organization

Other financial variables
1911

3172

3172

lobbyist employed by a labor union

Public interest

Labor union

3172

798
3172

3166

2897

2511

N

lobbyist employed by one or
more businesses or a trade or
professional association
lobbyist employed by a public interest
or citizen group

organization’s budget or revenue
organization’s budget or revenue,
imputed for missing observations
based on the number of staff and
whether it is a business interest

whether or not the policy outcome
coincided with the lobbyist’s
expressed position on the issue
lobbyist’s self-assessment of how
many objectives he/she achieved
on the issue (all, some, half, few, or
none)
average portion of objectives achieved
by all lobbyists working on the
same side of an issue

Definition

Business interest

Group type

Money (logged)*
Imputed money
(logged)*

Financial resources

Side success

Success

Preferred
outcome*

Dependent variables

Variable

1

0

0

0

0

0

10.219
10.219

1

1

0

Min.

Table 3. Variable Definitions, Descriptive Statistics, and Bivariate Regression Findings

846
thousand

1

1

1

1

1

24.897
24.897

5

5

1

Max.

15,166

0.156

0.041

0.101

0.184

0.519

18.897
20.210

3.211

3.227

0.547

Mean

83,885

0.363

0.198

0.301

0.387

0.500

3.217
2.190

0.831

1.417

0.498

S.D.

none

preferred outcome (−)

none

none

success (−)

success (+)

none
none

Which measures
of success does the
variable predict?

(continued)

money (+)

money (+)
imputed
money (+)
money (−)
imputed
money (−)
imputed
money (+)
imputed
money (+)
money (−)
imputed
money (−)

no

no

Does money or
imputed money
predict the
variable?
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total PAC receipts in 1980
total PAC disbursements in 1980

PAC receipts*
PAC spending*

whether or not the lobbyist said that
previous government experience
had benefited him/her by providing
contacts on Capitol Hill

whether the lobbyist said previous
government experience benefited
him/her by providing contacts in
the administration

Contacts on
Capitol Hill

Contacts in
administration

Lobbyist’s income income in thousands reported by
lobbyist
Previous lobbying how many years of lobbying
experience
experience the lobbyist had in
previous jobs
Years office in D.C. number of years organization has had
a D.C.-area office
Years in
number of years lobbyist has worked
government
for the federal government
Congressional
whether or not the lobbyist has
experience
worked in Congress
Lawyer
whether or not the lobbyist is a
lawyer

Experience/connections

whether or not organization has a
PAC

Group has PAC*

0
0
0
0

3172
3172
3172
3161

3172

0

0

0

3172

3172

10

0
0

0

1

5

Min.

2988

3172
3172

3172

1886

number of years the group has
existed

Years founded*

N
1450

Definition

Group members* number of members of organization

Variable

Table 3 (continued)

1

1

1

1

42

177

82

750

$1.15 million
$676,620

1

159

13.6 million

Max.

0.241

0.302

0.215

0.177

4.817

23.472

3.618

97.686

$15,706
$9,918

.171

51

819
thousand

Mean

0.428

0.459

0.411

0.382

7.154

24.798

7.138

87.110

$81,779
$51,493

.376

33

success (+) side
success (+)
preferred outcome (+)

side success (−)
preferred outcome
(−)
success (+)

success (+)

success (+)

preferred outcome (−)

success (+)

success (+)

none
none

none

none

269 thou- success (−)
sand

S.D.

Which measures
of success does the
variable predict?

no

no

(continued)

imputed
money (−)

no

no

no

no

money (+)

money (+)
imputed
money (+)
money (+)
imputed
money (+)
money (+)
money (+)

no

Does money or
imputed money
predict the
variable?
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Definition

0

3172

whether the lobbyist participates in
PAC decisions

Participates in
PAC

3164

3164

whether lobbyist contributes to a
PAC

PAC contributor

0

0

0

0

0

3172

3172

0

3172

3172

whether or not the lobbyist
sponsored litigation on the issue

1

0

3095
3172

0

Min.

3150

N

Number of venues how many of these did the lobbyist
lobbied
do: contact Congress, contact
agencies, appeal to public opinion,
sponsor litigation

Sponsored
litigation

number of days per month the
lobbyist spends in D.C. (for firms
without a D.C. office)
Time on federal
portion of the lobbyist’s working time
policy
spent on federal policymaking
Lobbyists per
how many lobbyists from the same
group per issue
organization worked on this issue
Contacted
whether or not the lobbyist
Congress
contacted Congress on the issue
Contacted agency whether or not the lobbyist
contacted a federal agency on the
issue
Appealed to public whether or not the lobbyist appealed
opinion
to public opinion on the issue

Days in D.C. per
month

Lobbying intensity

Variable

Table 3 (continued)

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

6

4

20

Max.

0.405

0.516

1.606

0.018

0.420

0.520

0.648

1.624

2.953

3.418

Mean

0.491

0.500

1.138

0.133

0.494

0.500

0.478

0.933

1.066

3.147

S.D.

success (+)

side success (+)

success (+)
side success (+)

none

success (+)

success (+)
side success (+)
success (+)
side success (+)

none

success (+)

success (+)
side success (+)

Which measures
of success does the
variable predict?

(continued)

money (+)
imputed
money (+)

money (+)
imputed
money (+)

imputed
money (+)
money (+)
imputed
money (+)
money (−)
imputed
money (+)
money (−)
imputed
money (−)
imputed
money (+)

no

no

no

Does money or
imputed money
predict the
variable?
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total number of lobbyists in the
dataset who worked on this issue
percentage of lobbyists who worked
on this issue who were opposed to
the respondent’s position
level of conflict the lobbyist says
surrounded the issue
whether the lobbyist was against the
proposal
indicates that the lobbyist worked in
the domain of health policy

Definition

3172

3172
0

0

0

0.039

2511
3158

2

Min.

3172

N

1

1

4

0.852

263

Max.

0.268

0.345

3.047

0.320

74.500

Mean

0.443

0.476

0.965

0.163

66.332

S.D.

none

success (−)

none

success (−)

none

Which measures
of success does the
variable predict?

money (−)
imputed
money (−)

imputed
money (−)
no

money (−)

no

Does money or
imputed money
predict the
variable?

Notes: * Data were collected by the author; the remainder were collected by Heinz et al. (1993). The right-most column indicates whether, in bivariate regressions, the logged money or the logged
imputed money of an organization significantly predicts the variable at p < .05, and errors are clustered on the employer. The column second from the right indicates whether any of the three
dependent variables capturing policy success are significantly predicted by the variable at p < .05. The direction of significant effects is displayed in parentheses.

Health issue

Against

Conflict

Lobbyists per
issue
Percent opposed

Issue-specific factors

Variable

Table 3 (continued)
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the small-step goals of business associations—such as a
narrow provision in the tax code. Alternatively (and compatibly), public interest lobbyists may be more humble in
their assessment of success than lobbyists with impressive connections who charge high salaries for their lobbying efforts. As evidence of this, lobbyists with more
experience as lobbyists, in Congress, or in government;
lobbyist with higher incomes; lobbyists with contacts on
Capitol Hill or in the administration; lobbyists who live
in the D.C. area; and contract lobbyists (those whose
employer is a lobbying firm) all report higher
self-assessed success than other lobbyists, as shown in
Table 3.
Regarding other group types, contract lobbyists report
less individual success than business interests do. This
may be evidence that interest groups hire lobbying firms
when they perceive success to be especially difficult to
obtain or reflects the fact that lobbying firms work for a
variety of clients, including public interest groups, who
generally report less success than businesses. And business interests are neither significantly more nor less successful than labor unions or government groups. Further
analysis of each side of a policy proposal (not shown)
indicates that neither the side with more business interests nor the side with a greater proportion of business
interests is more likely to win; the relationship is neither
significant nor even positive. In short, Table 2 reveals no
clear advantage to being a business interest rather than a
public interest group or government interest. This finding
affirms the conclusions of Smith (2000) that when businesses unite on an issue, the public is more likely to
mobilize against and defeat the business interest.

Testing for Indirect Effects
While Tables 1 and 2 show minimal connection between
lobbying groups’ resources and their policy success, the
data set sheds light on a wide array of ways in which
groups may spend their money, some of which may be
linked to greater policy success. To examine such potential paths to success, I create bivariate models for (1)
each possible independent variable and each policy success (dependent) variable and (2) money and imputed
money as they predict each independent variable. Results
appear in the two right-most columns of Table 3. A few
significant relationships are worth noting.
First, individual and side success are enhanced when
lobbyists contact Congress, when they contact federal
agencies, and when they lobby in more venues; and lobbyists whose employers have more money are more
likely to contact these institutions and to lobby in more
venues (i.e., Congress, agencies, courts, or the public).
Thus, lobbying is more effective than not lobbying, and
groups that have more money are more likely to lobby in

a given venue. While these two findings are hardly surprising, they do point to an important difference in the
success of interests who can afford to lobby and those
who cannot, and who therefore are not captured in extant
studies of lobbying (but see Denzau and Munger 1986). A
second noteworthy finding in Table 3 is that lobbyists
who give money to their organization’s PAC and those
who participate in PAC decisions about political contributions enjoy greater side or individual success, respectively, and groups with more money are more likely to
have PACs. A third significant finding is that groups with
more money tend to face fewer lobbyists opposed to their
position, and this condition is associated with higher selfreported success.
These three results provide some evidence that wealthier interests, particularly those who represent business
(which are more likely to have PACs and which tend to
lobby on narrower issues that face less opposition), are
better represented and more successful than other interests. These linkages suggest interestingly that money
itself may not buy outcomes, but choices about which
issues to lobby on and which actions to take probably do
affect success.
As an additional test of indirect effects, I sought to
show whether collectively the lobbyist’s experience and
connections or the intensity with which the respondent
lobbied affect the lobbyist’s success. I created composite
indices for experience/connections and for lobbying
intensity by performing a factor analysis on each set of
variables. I dropped variables with factor loadings below
.00; then I repeated the factor analysis and used it to predict the two indices. The experience/connections index
significantly and positively predicts self-reported success, and the lobbying intensity index predicts selfreported success and is weakly associated with success
for that side of the proposal. This is credible evidence
that the harder a lobbyist works and the better her connections and experience, the more success she seems to
have, at least according to her own assessment. But
importantly, neither the experience/connections index
nor the lobbying intensity index has a significant relationship with money or imputed money—suggesting that
money does not necessarily buy more experienced or
better connected lobbyists, or even the ability to lobby
more intensely.13 Since money does not predict these
indices, the Baron-Kenny (Baron and Kenny 1986)
mediation test fails to show that experience, connections,
or lobbying intensity are mediating between financial
resources and policy success. Finally, I also considered
using factor analysis to obtain a latent variable capturing
financial resources. There was no single and strong
eigenvalue, and many correlations within the factor were
low, so I do not use a latent variable for financial
resources.
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Discussion and Conclusions
This study goes beyond previous work focused on interest groups’ financial resources to consider the benefits
such resources might buy, such as higher quality lobbyists spending more time lobbying in more venues. It
builds on the original Heinz et al. (1993) study by adding
variables that objectively measure policy success and
that capture organizations’ overall financial capacity. The
evidence suggests that some traits specific to the lobbyist, to the organization, and to the issue are associated
with both greater organizational wealth and greater
success. While the general picture shows little measurable effect of organizational wealth on groups’ policy
success, the data suggest that how that money is spent
can affect groups’ ability to get what they want.
The evidence that some groups’ greater wealth buys
them higher quality, more successful lobbyists is weak
but present. Some indicators of experience and connections are indeed associated with greater self-assessed success (i.e., previous experience as lobbyists or on Capitol
Hill), while some indicators of experience or connections
reduce the odds that such lobbyists are on the winning
side of a proposal (i.e., lawyers, contract lobbyists, and
firms that have been in D.C. longer). Lobbyists representing business interests report significantly more success
than public interest lobbyists, though business interests
are no more likely than public interests to achieve their
desired outcome. Similarly, higher income lobbyists
report greater individual success, but they are not more
likely to achieve their desired outcome nor share in
greater success for their side of a proposal.
We see compelling evidence that greater lobbying
intensity enhances success. But less often does greater
financial wealth makes greater lobbying intensity possible. Some indicators of lobbying intensity are linked to
greater financial resources and predict greater success
(i.e., contacting Congress, contacting agencies, lobbying
in more venues, contributing to a PAC, and making decisions about how PAC contributions are distributed).
Greater resources allow interest groups to lobby in more
venues and participate in their employer’s PAC, and these
factors are associated with greater success. Other variables describing lobbying intensity are linked to greater
lobbyist success but are not associated with greater organizational wealth (i.e., having contacts on Capitol Hill or
in the administration, working more hours per week, living in D.C., spending more days in D.C. per month, and a
greater percentage of time spent on federal matters).
Likewise, composite indices of both experience/connections and lobbying intensity predict greater success as
reported by the lobbyist; however, these indices are not
significantly associated with greater organizational

wealth. Thus some interest groups do more lobbying
without more money and achieve success through greater
lobbying intensity. But the results are not strong enough
to significantly link interest groups’ financial resources to
their policy success.
Some caveats should be noted. First, the sample selection mechanism means that very low-salience proposals
that attract few or no lobbyists are not included. Previous
scholars have suggested that low-visibility issues may be
more likely to be the subject illicit pressure from campaign contributors than are issues attended to by the
American public (Frendreis and Waterman 1985; Grenzke
1989). But the present study addresses lobbyists’
resources, not direct donations to politicians. Moreover,
the number of lobbyists active on an issue and the level of
conflict surrounding it are indicators of salience, and
these variables do not have a consistent effect on the
dependent variables. Further analysis of the effect of
money performed at each level of conflict, and interactions between lobbyists per issue and the two measures of
money, provide no evidence that the effect of interest
groups’ money depends on the salience of the issue. In
addition, some previous work links greater interest group
influence to higher salience issues (Kingdon 1989) or has
found little evidence that groups’ resources determine
their success in a sample of issues that varies greatly in
salience (Baumgartner et al. 2009; but see Lowery 2007).
A similar concern is that the sample of lobbyists and
groups is not the universe of all lobbyists employed and
active on these issues. As Baumgartner and Leech (2001)
show, in 1996 the most salient issues mentioned in lobbying disclosure reports attracted many hundreds of lobbyists; in these data the maximum number of lobbyists
working on a single proposal is 263. However, it is clear
that interest group lobbying activity has increased notably since the 1970s and 1980s (see Petracca 1992 for a
review; Berry and Wilcox 2007), suggesting that 263 was
a relatively high number in 1981. Moreover, with nearly
eight hundred lobbyists representing more than four hundred employers, the Heinz et al. (1993) data set covers
more lobbying groups than any other study before or
since, and it is striking how little the variance in resources
matters in the groups’ success.
Heinz and his colleagues (1993, 351) wrote that their
most interesting finding was how little variation in policy
success could be explained by their many variables.
Indeed, the highest R2 presented here is .16, suggesting
that policymaking continues to be an idiosyncratic
process fraught with normative concerns and unanswered
questions. Yet this study adds to the respected body of
research that indicates that for lobbyists, money alone
does not buy success—but how that money is spent can
affect interest groups’ ability to get what they want.
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Notes
1. The data used here, and all explanatory information, will be
sent directly to any interested individual upon contacting
the author. The Heinz et al. (1993) data set is available from
ICPSR at http://dx.doi.org/10.3886/.
2. Glover, Mike. “AP Interview: Obama Criticizes Clinton
over Comments about Lobbyists.” The Associated Press
State & Local Wire, Le Mars, Iowa, July 7, 2007.
3. The Federal Election Commission (FEC) category of trade
associations, health organizations, and membership political action committees (PACs) includes some non-business
entities. The full category comprises 27 percent of PAC
donations and 20 percent of all PACs.
4. A lobbyist who worked actively on a policy but was not
strictly for or against the proposal is coded as neutral and is
not included in the average success of lobbyists for or
against the measure.
5. In my coding I held strictly to the wording in the response
sheet shown to interviewees. The correlation between lobbyists’ perceived success on this proposal and my outcome
measure is high at .743 among those in support and –.557
among those opposed. The closest call was a proposal in
October of 1979 framed as “HEW [the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare] proposes eliminating capitation grants,” which were general-purpose grants for
medical education. Since Congress cut but did not eliminate the grants and since a bill that would have eliminated
them failed, this was coded as a failure, even though medical students and associations against the measure felt they
achieved none or only a few of their goals.
6. I used one-way ANOVA to check the degree of intraclass
correlation within lobbyists and within issues for each of the
three dependent variables. The correlations within individual
lobbyists were low (.021, .069, and .081), but correlations
within issues for the side success and preferred outcome
dependent variables were non-negligible (.164 and .233,
respectively). Therefore, I use robust standard errors clustered on the proposal for all models that predict these two
dependent variables. And to be safe, for the individual-level
dependent variable (success), I cluster errors on the lobbyist.
Sensitivity analyses find no meaningful difference when
bootstrap clustering is used instead. In any case, my conclusions do not depend on the method of calculating errors.

7. This information was obtained as follows. Whether the
group was affiliated with a PAC, and if so its expenditures in the 1980 election cycle, comes from the Federal
Election Commission summary of PACs in 1980. Data on
the size and budget of nonprofit groups come from the
1980 Encyclopedia of Associations (Burek 1980) and the
1982 Public Interest Profiles (Mancini 1982; which was
not published in 1980 or 1981). Information about the
size and revenue of corporations and some unions comes
from the 1980 Standard and Poor’s Register of
Corporations, Directors and Executives and the 1981
Ward’s Directory of the 55,000 Largest U.S. Corporations.
In a few cases, more than one directory lists differing
information about the same group, and I average the
amounts.
8. The author thanks Jason Reifler, Beth Leech, Mike Munger,
John Heinz, Erik Godwin, Jay Hamilton, and numerous
research assistants for their contributions to this paper.
9. Health was the only domain in which those against a proposal felt more successful when a proposal failed than
those for a proposal felt when the proposal succeeded. This
distinction suggests that lobbyists in the health domain
were more adamantly opposed to the cost-cutting health
care proposals than people working in agriculture, energy,
or labor were opposed to the seemingly smaller scale proposals in those domains.
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